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Emotional Branding Design
Objectives

— Review Overall Goals, Media Strategy and Revenue Models 
— Website Presentation Strategy 
— Emotional Branding Design
— EBD Integration
— Media Positioning Strategy, Placement and Leveraging
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Impact
Management
Strategically create and position your message

Shift your messaging from what you do...to what you
want audiences to feel. The more they see themselves in
your work, the stronger they will connect with you. 
Fast food branding will not create meaningful
connections that last and support your business over the
long term. Connection builds loyalty. Loyalty triggers
moments of impact.
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CONSULTATION

Initial consultations via phone
to review process, objectives,
current presention and media
positioning. Dedicated session
to develop Emotional Profile
Design. 

INTEGRATION

Review EB Profile to clarify
and finalize, integreate EBD
into website, content and
related presentation materials
and revenue model systems. 

POSITIONING

Review media strategy and
microdemographic outreach
targets. Position EBD content
on relevant online media to
support messaging and
revenue models.

STRATEGY 



2 REVIEW SEO

Review placements for Page Ranking
and overall Google appeal. Target top
sites for repeat content.

3 CONSISTENCY

Create media target wish list based on
conversion, media receptivity and SEO
for repeat exposure to build content
archive and expand brand awareness.

Review placements for media support
and brand relevance. Position media
logos on website and media materials.

1 ASSESS & LEVERAGE PLACEMENTS

ROI &
EXPECTATIONS



Touch people's hearts and
you will have the profound
capacity to impact
people's lives.
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#motivateandinspire...humbly



CONNECTION

Top tier experts motivate and inspire
humbly with true intention and passion to create
impact and global changes.

CREDIBILITY

Top tier experts include outside research in their
work, making it a universe of credible sources for their
audience that goes beyond just their own work.

CONSISTENCY

Top tier experts know that multiple exposure on select
key media outlets is far more effective than mass
syndication. Quality over quantity is their goal.

The Crucial C's 



CONSULTING TOGETHER 

We will work closely on phone and email together to
create a team mindset to develop your branding,
material presentation and media placement.

WEBSITE AND CONTENT DEVELOPMENT

Following your consulting sessions, you will
implement specific website changes as discussed and
create the content needed for branding and publicity.
All content does NOT need to be exclusive.

FOLLOW UP 

Full reporting of all placements, assistance in
assessing and leveraging placements and review
options for repeat exposure with each media outlet. 

TEAM UP



Real World Rules
Regardless of the best intentions and parameters set forth, you
may need additional time or support to complete the phases of
your goals and objectives. 

That is always available to you with a simple email. We are
committed to your success, and real world scenarios are part of
that equation. 



COMMUNICATION

We are a team. Mutual respect, effective
communication and realistic goals are key.

AUTHENTICITY

Focus on your message and your authentic
brand rather than accomodating the world to
secure opportunties.

EVOLUTION

Be flexible...with yourself and with your
strategy, as it will evolve over time.

Things to
keep in mind



Thank you
for listening!
For questions or concerns, 
email me at
anne@anneleedomconsulting.com. 

I'm here to help!
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